Hello faculty,

As we approach the end of another academic year, we recognize that thinking about deadlines likely doesn’t ease the demands during what is already a challenging time for our community. With all that there is to balance and juggle as a faculty member, we hope that this month’s issue reminds you that IFSR is here to support your research goals, curricular pursuits, and you in any way we can.

Last month we shared that IFSR would be partnering with the Community Engagement & Inclusion (CEI) and Center for Engaged Pedagogy (CEP) to host a Community Engagement Panel Session. While we remain excited for this collaboration and the interest expressed for the opportunity to gather, we have decided to postpone the event until further notice. In lieu of this, our Featured Funder Column highlights varying funding opportunities for community-engaged projects and collaborations. For our Sage Advice column, we share NSF’s most recent PAPPG update and insight for postdoctoral mentoring plans. Our History of Philanthropy is paused for the month, but will resume in May.

We have news stories and brief thumbnails of opportunities coming due in June. And in the back, we have six months’ worth of deadlines. (As always, check the website! Some of the later deadlines have not yet been released.) While there are no remaining dates for Faculty Research Grants managed by the Provost’s Office for the 2023-2024, anticipated internal grant deadlines for the 2024-2025 academic year will be posted in the coming months.

As always, we will be hosting office hours where you can drop by on Friday, May 3rd, any time from 10am-11am to pitch a project, get advice on funding, or just say hi. You can find us here:

Join Zoom Meeting: https://columbiauniversity.zoom.us/j/98766935924?pwd=VEsdGN1NFBsNTNJQ1hIVkFhkxIZz09
Meeting ID: 987 6693 5924
Passcode: 493168

Tashiana Lipscomb, tlipscom@barnard.edu
Featured Funder: Community-Engaged Funding Opportunities

With the postponement of our Community Engagement Panel Session, we wanted to use this month’s issue as an opportunity to highlight varying funding opportunities for community-engaged projects and collaborations. If you have any questions about how you can strengthen your community-engaged scholarship and teaching or identify resources further funding or resources, please feel free to reach out to IFSR or the Community Engagement & Inclusion (CEI).

⇒ **Bronx Council on the Arts, Community Arts Grants**: “supports local arts projects and activities that enable Bronx communities to experience and engage with the performing, literary, media, and visual arts. All projects must be community-based and open to the general public.” **Funding:** $1,000 - $5,000; **Anticipated Deadline:** October 2024

⇒ **Lower Manhattan Cultural Council, Creative Engagement**: “Creative Engagement is an arts funding program that provides seed grants to individual artists and nonprofit organizations for projects and activities that offer Manhattan communities diverse artistic experiences.” **Funding:** $4,000-$12,000; **Anticipated Deadline:** September 2024 (call to be announced in summer 2024)

⇒ **American Association of University Women (AAUW), Community Action Grants** [key words/tags]: “Community Action Grants provide funding to individuals, AAUW branches and AAUW state organizations as well as community-based nonprofits for general operating support and innovative projects that promote education and equity for women and girls. Since 1972, AAUW has provided support to hundreds of communities across the United States.” **Funding:** $3,000-$10,000; **Deadline:** November 15, 2024

⇒ **Brown Rudnick Charitable Foundation, Community Grants** [key words/tags]: The Foundation’s comm “address specific, one-time, tangible, and immediate needs. Proposals are accepted on an ongoing basis from those on the “front lines” of education- the kind of need that those with funding authority don’t have the resources to make a priority.” **Funding:** $2,000 or less; **Deadline:** Rolling (board reviews applications every 2-3 months)

⇒ **New York City Good Neighbor Committee of the Ford Foundation** [key words/tags]: The Good Neighbor Committee focuses on three areas in New York City, 1) Arts and Culture prioritizes funding for organizations devoted to the artistic and cultural life of the city; 2) Education prioritizes funding for organizations and educational initiatives that provide individuals with the access and opportunity to improve their socioeconomic circumstances and reduce barriers of inequality; 3) Human services prioritizes funding for organizations, initiatives or projects that seek to improve the overall quality of life and well-being of marginalized individuals and/or their collective communities. **Funding:** $30,000 - $100,000; **Anticipated Deadline:** September 30, 2024

⇒ **NewYork-Presbyterian Community Fund**: “Our mission is to help combat environmental and external factors that affect the health outcomes of individuals in our shared communities. By providing targeted and scaled funding for programs that tackle social determinants of health, NewYork-Presbyterian is committed to supporting CBOs in bridging health disparities across New York City and Westchester.” The upcoming call focuses on Social Isolation, Housing Insecurity, and Unemployment/Economic Recovery, and you can find a comprehensive list of project examples [here](#). **Funding:** $75,000-$150,000 per year for up to two years; **Anticipated Deadline:** Call opens in May 2024
Sage Advice: NSF PAPPG Update & Insight for Postdoctoral Mentoring Plans

A 2019 Insider Higher Ed opinion piece by Brandon Busteed, “Dear Faculty: You Matter More Than You Know,” stresses the importance of faculty mentorship for student success and refers to faculty as the “lodestone” in higher education. Referencing an inaugural 2014 Gallup-Purdue Index, Busteed shares that 64% of college graduates who had a mentor said that mentor was one of their professors and 71% reported communicating with their faculty mentor within the last year. College graduates with faculty mentors who challenged them also found more value in their education: graduates who strongly agreed they were challenged were 2.4 times more likely to say their education was worth the cost and 3.6 times more likely to say they were well-prepared for life after college.

It is clear that not only does faculty mentorship matter, it continues to matter post-graduation for many students. With the sort of impact faculty have the opportunity to make on a student’s life and career trajectory, it becomes clear why the National Science Foundation (NSF) prioritizes incorporating a mentoring plan for students involved in funded projects. NSF’s mentoring plan has been a required component of the NSF proposals for over a decade. The most recent update to NSF’s Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guide (PAPPG) included changes to the mentoring plan. Mentoring plans are now required for postdoctoral researchers and graduate students supported on each project, but the update did not come without guidance on how to successfully prepare a mentoring plan. NSF published an article that offers well-rounded insight on how to develop postdoctoral mentoring plans. “NSF 101: The postdoctoral mentoring plan” has takeaways that are not only valuable for postdoctoral mentoring plans, but also for graduate and undergraduate students.

In the article, NSF reminds us that according to the PAPPG, mentoring plans should be a maximum of one–page and, while not an exhaustive list, can include “career counseling; training in preparation of grant proposals, publications and presentations; guidance on ways to improve teaching and mentoring skills; guidance on how to effectively collaborate with researchers from diverse backgrounds and disciplinary areas; and training in responsible professional practices.”

After reading the myriad of activities that are encouraged to include in one-page worth of a mentoring plan, Google-searching “NSF mentoring plan templates” can certainly garner helpful examples and inspiration. While that may be a good start, NSF cautions against assuming there is a one-size fits all approach to mentoring plans, as each researcher and student has unique goals and needs. NSF further suggests that “at the heart of mentoring are personal relationships that are unique to every mentor and mentee,” and offers thoughtful consideration for developing a Mentoring plan that embraces a relational and collaborative approach. These include: 1) setting and communicating your expectations, 2) Conveying your responsibilities as a mentor, 3) Tailoring and personalizing your plan, 4) promoting a supportive work environment, 5) strengthening a broader ecosystem of support, and 6) assessing progress.

While all of these components are crucial for setting your mentees up for success on your team and beyond the scope of their time with you, having a clearly outlined plan for assessing progress demonstrates your commitment to well-rounded mentorship. NSF suggests curating an Individual Development Plan for each mentee in your lab, which gives you both an opportunity to build a partnership in the goal-setting process.
News

FROM THE NIH
Final NIH Budget for 2024 is Essentially Flat
By Jocelyn Kaiser, Science Insider, Posted March 21, 2024

“Belated Senate and House compromise eliminates policy riders restricting certain studies.” <<more>>

FROM THE NSF
National Science Foundation Prepares Activities and Educational Resources for April’s Solar Eclipse
By NSF Staff, Posted March 20, 2024

“The U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) in collaboration with agency partners will serve as a major source of information, educational activities and experiences on and around the total solar eclipse taking place on April 8, 2024.” <<more>>

Under New Partnership, NSF and the Army Offer Unique Research Internship Opportunity
By NSF Staff, Posted March 21, 2024

“The U.S. National Science Foundation and the U.S. Army Combat Capabilities Development Command (DEVCOM) have initiated a joint research training opportunity through the NSF INTERN program.” <<more>>

JASON Urges Caution in Adding New Research Security Controls
By Jacob Taylor, FYI Science Policy News, Posted March 26, 2024

“A new report from JASON, an elite science advisory panel, argues against placing broad controls on areas of fundamental research viewed as sensitive, instead proposing a project-by-project risk mitigation process. The report was commissioned by the National Science Foundation as it prepares to implement new controls on sensitive research in response to provisions in the CHIPS and Science Act.” <<more>>

FROM OTHER SOURCES
Visa Application Policies Impede International Research Efforts
By Sandra Owusu-Gyamfi, Nature, Posted March 26, 2024

“Scientists from low- and middle-income countries face obstacles when they try to travel to international conferences, which in turn hobbles international research activities.” <<more>>

Early-Career Researchers Lament Potential Loss of Europe’s Largest Transdisciplinary Science Conference
By Elisabeth Pain, Science, Posted March 28, 2024

“The future of the biennial EuroScience Open Forum (ESOF) meeting is uncertain after parent organization declares bankruptcy.” <<more>>

China is World’s Largest Producer of AI Talent

“According to a think tank study, China is generating almost half of the world’s top artificial intelligence researchers. In contrast, the Unit-
ed States produced about 18 percent. China has produced these experts by investing in AI education, adding more than 2,000 undergraduate programs.” <<more>>

**OMB Overhauls Federal Grant Guidance to Simplify It for Recipients**
By White House Staff, Posted April 4, 2024

“The Biden administration announced substantial updates to the Uniform Guidance that governs federal grant programs, aiming to slice red tape. OMB has issued an accompanying implementation memorandum as well as reference guides.” <<more>>

**Universities Concerned About Proposed Regulations from HHS ORI**
By Kathryn Palmer, Inside Higher Ed, Posted April 2, 2024

“Changes proposed to the 2005 Public Health Service Policies on Research Misconduct would be burdensome, according to organizational leaders, and may deter people from reporting research misconduct allegations.” <<more>>

**Government-wide Policy on AI Issued by White House Budget Office**
By Jacob Taylor, FYI Science Policy News, Posted April 1, 2024

“The policy establishes many security and safety requirements for federal applications of AI but includes exemptions for basic and applied research.” <<more>>

**Columbia University Libraries**
**Unique Data Grants**
**Deadline:** Must express interest by May 30

“To broaden access to these expensive resources, the Unique Data Grant program connects researchers with Libraries staff with expertise in collections acquisitions for one-time purchases of unique datasets. In an effort to further our open scholarship goals and encourage the reuse of data, once purchased, this data will remain freely accessible in perpetuity to others who might need it.” <<link>>

**Einstein Forum Fellowship**
**Deadline:** June 1

“The Einstein Forum and the Wittenstein Foundation offer a fellowship for outstanding young thinkers who wish to pursue a project in a different field from that of their previous research. The purpose of the fellowship is to support those who, in addition to producing superb work in their area of specialization, are also open to other, interdisciplinary approaches – following the example set by Albert Einstein.” <<link>>

**Hagley Museum and Library**
**Henry Belin du Pont Research Grants & Exploratory Research**
**Deadline:** June 30

“Hagley invites serious researchers to apply for one of our grants to defray the costs of an extended stay intended to use our collections.”
Grants and fellowships are administered by the Center for the History of Business, Technology and Society.” <<link>>

**Arts and Humanities**

**CLAGS Center for LGBTQ Studies**
**Scholar in Residence Fellowship**
**Deadline:** June 1
“The CLAGS Scholar-in-Residence Fellowship assists scholars and professionals whose research on the LGBTQ experience can benefit from access to CLAGS’s resources and its location in midtown Manhattan at the CUNY Graduate Center.” <<link>>

**Headlands Center for the Arts**
**Artists in Residency**
**Deadline:** June 5
“The Artist in Residence (AIR) program awards fully sponsored residencies to approximately 50 local, national, and international artists each year. Residencies of four to ten weeks include studio space, chef-prepared meals, housing, travel and living expenses. AIRs become part of a dynamic community of artists participating in Headlands’ other programs, allowing for exchange and collaborative relationships to develop within the artist community on campus. Artists selected for this program are at all career stages and work in all media, including drawing, painting, sculpture, photography, film, video, new media, installation, fiction and nonfiction writing, poetry, dance, music, interdisciplinary, social practice, and architecture.” <<link>>

**The National Endowment for the Humanities**
**Digital Projects for the Public**
**Deadline:** June 12
“The Digital Projects for the Public program supports projects that interpret and analyze humanities content in primarily digital platforms and formats, such as websites, mobile applications and tours, interactive touch screens and kiosks, games, and virtual environments.” <<link>>

**National Endowment for the Humanities**
**Digital Humanities Advancement Grant**
**Deadline:** June 13
“The Digital Humanities Advancement Grants program (DHAG) supports innovative, experimental, and/or computationally challenging digital projects, leading to work that can scale to enhance scholarly research, teaching, and public programming in the humanities.” <<link>>

**Artist Trust**
**Grants for Artist Projects**
**Deadline:** June 21
“Grants for Artist Projects (GAP) are unrestricted project-based grants of $1,500 awarded to 65 artists working in all disciplines across Washington State. Funding may be used for but not limited to artist fees, materials, equipment, space rental, travel for research, documentation, professional development opportunities, marketing and promotion, support to continue a current project, support to start a new project, and many other needs related to your project.” <<link>>
Grants and Fellowship Opportunities

Yale University
LGBT Studies Research Fellowship
Deadline: June 26
“Scholars from across the country and around the world are invited to apply for the Yale LGBT Studies Research Fellowship. This fellowship supports scholars from any field pursuing research in lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and/or queer studies at Yale University, utilizing the vast faculty resources, manuscript archives, and library collections available at Yale. Graduate students conducting dissertation research, independent scholars, and all faculty are invited to apply. Scholars residing within 100 miles of New Haven are ineligible.”

Social Sciences

Wenner Gren Foundation
Conference and Workshop Grants
Deadline: June 1
“This grant program supports meetings and events that promote the development of inclusive communities of anthropologists and advance significant and innovative research. Conferences that we support are public events directed at large audiences of anthropologists. We prioritize scholarly gatherings that bring together members of large, international anthropological organizations. Workshops that we support are closed meetings focused on pressing topics in anthropology. Small groups of scholars gather for several days to work intensively on particular themes.”

Smith Richardson Foundation
Strategy and Policy Fellows
Deadline: June 17
“The Smith Richardson Foundation sponsors an annual Strategy and Policy Fellows grant competition to support young scholars and policy thinkers on American foreign policy, international relations, international security, military policy, and diplomatic and military history.”

Russell Sage Foundation
Visiting Scholars Program
Deadline: June 25
“The Russell Sage Foundation’s Visiting Scholars Program provides a unique opportunity for select scholars in the social, economic, political and behavioral sciences to pursue their data analysis and writing while in residence at the foundation’s headquarters in New York City.”

Conference on Latin American History
Lydia Cabrera Awards
Deadline: June 1
“Lydia Cabrera Awards are available to support the study of Cuba between 1492 and 1868. Awards are designed specifically to support:
1) original research on Cuban history in Spanish, Mexican, and U. S. archives;
2) the publication of meritorious books on Cuba currently out of print; and
3) the publication of historical statistics, historical documents, and guides to Spanish archives relating to Cuban history between 1492 and 1868.”
Grants and Fellowship Opportunities

**STEM**

American Psychological Foundation Division 49 Group Psychology Grant
Deadline: June 5
“The APF Division 49 Group Psychology Grant supports innovative group psychology research focused toward groups in applied settings. In addition to the grant funds, the awardee receives a three-year membership to Division 49.”

Vilcek Foundation Biomedical Science
Deadline: June 10
“The Vilcek Foundation will award three Vilcek Prizes for Creative Promise of $50,000 each to young, immigrant biomedical scientists who demonstrate outstanding early achievement. Applications are open through June 10, 2024.”

American Psychological Foundation Society for General Psychology Mary Whiton Calkins Grant
Deadline: June 12
“The APF/Society for General Psychology Mary Whiton Calkins grant encourages research that fits into the broad category of general psychology with a particular interest in research that combines multiple subfields within the discipline or addresses overarching themes.”

American Psychological Foundation Wayne F. Placek Grants
Deadline: June 12
“The Wayne F. Placek Grant encourages re-

search to increase the general public’s understanding of homosexuality and sexual orientation, and to alleviate the stress that lesbian women, gay men, bisexual women, bisexual men, and transgender individuals experience in this and future civilizations.”

American Chemical Society WCC Rising Star Award
Deadline: June 15
“To recognize up to 10 outstanding individuals* approaching mid-level careers who have demonstrated outstanding promise for contributions to their respective fields.”

National Institutes of Health Academic Research Enhancement Award (AREA) R15 Grants
Deadline: June 25
“Supports small-scale research projects at educational institutions that provide baccalaureate or advanced degrees for a significant number of the Nation’s research scientists but that have not been major recipients of NIH support.”

American Astronomical Society Annie Jump Cannon Award in Astronomy
Deadline: June 30
“The Annie Jump Cannon Award is for outstanding research and promise for future research by a postdoctoral woman researcher. It is given to a North American female astronomer within five years of receiving her PhD in the year designated for the award.”

*individuals
Deadline Reminders

Below are grants that are, or are expected to be, due in the next six months. For a list of grant deadlines for the whole year, please see our Grants Calendar on the Barnard website.

**GENERAL INTEREST AND CROSS-DISCIPLINARY**

**Spring** - Columbia University World Impact Grants (Deadline “anticipated spring 2023”)

June 15 — National Science Foundation Perception, Action, & Cognition Research Proposals

June 30 — Hagley Museum and Library Henry Belin du Pont Research Grants & Exploratory Research Grants

June 2 — Grammy Museum Music Research and Music Preservation

July 12 — Burroughs Wellcome Fund Climate Change and Human Health Seed Grants

July 15 — Leakey Foundation Research Grant

Rolling deadline — Columbia University Seminars Leonard Hastings Schoff Publication Fund

August 1 — National Science Foundation Law & Science (LS)

August 2 — William T. Grant Foundation Research Grants

August 3 — National Science Foundation Science and Technology Studies (STS)

August 3 — American Academy of Religion Collaborative Research Grants

August 10 — Council of American Overseas Research Center Multi-Country Research Fellowship

September 1 — University of Minnesota’s Immigration History Research Center Archives Michael G. Kari Scholarship

September 5 — National Endowment for the Humanities Connections Planning Grants

September 5 — National Endowment for the Humanities Connections Implementation Grant

September 5 — National Endowment for the Humanities Dialogues on the Experience of War

September 9 — National Science Foundation Science of Science: Discovery, Communication, and Impact (SoS:DCI)

September 15 — Library of Congress John W. Kluge Center Philip Lee Phillips Society Fellowship

September 15 — Library of Congress Kluge Center Fellowship

September 15 — Rockefeller Archive Center Grants-in-Aid for Research

September 16 — United States Department of State Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs Fulbright U.S. Scholar Program

September 17 — European Research Council Grants

October 1 — Academic & Textbook Writing Grants

October 15 — Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange

Rolling deadline — Earhart Foundation Fellowship Research Grants in Humanities & Social Sciences

Rolling deadline — Feminist Review Trust

Rolling deadline — Institute for Humane Studies Hayek Fund for Scholars — Covering conference and job interview travel

Rolling deadline — Pulitzer Center Travel Grants

Rolling deadline — Ruth Landes Memorial Research Fund

Rolling deadline — Puffin Foundation Investigative Fund

Rolling deadline — Type Investigations Ida B. Wells Fellowship

Rolling deadline — Type Investigations Wayne Barrett Project

Rolling deadline — Type Investigations H.D. Lloyd Fund for Investigative Journalism

Rolling deadline — Tools and Trades History Society
## Deadline Reminders

**Salaman Awards**
- Rolling deadline — Joyce Foundation Grants
- Various — Global Grand Challenges Grants

### Arts & Humanities

#### General Interest and Cross Disciplinary
- **May 22** — The Gerda Henkel Foundation General Research Grants
- **June 10** — Vilcek Foundation Prizes for Creative Promise
- **June 14** — The National Endowment for the Humanities Digital Projects for the Public
- **July 12** — National University Singapore Isaac Manasseh Meyer Fellowship
- **July 15** — Columbia University Heyman Center Edward Said Fellowship
- **August 10** — The National Endowment for the Humanities Media Projects
- **August 31** — University of Sydney Visiting Research Fellowship Scheme Development Fellowships
- **September 5** — National Endowment for the Humanities—Humanities Connections Implementation Grants
- **September 11** — National Endowment for the Humanities—Dynamic Language Infrastructure—Documenting Endangered Languages Fellowships
- **September 16** — National Endowment for the Humanities Documenting Endangered Languages Senior Research Grant
- **September 18** — National Endowment for the Humanities—Summer Stipends
- **October 3** — National Humanities Center Fellowship
- Rolling deadline — Chung-Hwa Institute of Buddhist Studies Grant for Book-length Monographs
- Rolling deadline — Gladys Krieble Delmas Foundation
- Rolling deadline — J.M. Kaplan Fund Furthermore Grants in Publishing
- Rolling deadline — Lam Institute for East-West Studies Visiting Fellowship

#### Art History & Architecture
- Various — American School of Classical Studies at Athens Fellowship
- **June 18** — Art Omi Architecture Residency
- **August 31** — H. Allen Brooks Travelling Fellowship
- **September 1** — Pasold Research Fund Publication Grants
- September 1 (Various) — Kress Foundation History of Art Grants Program
- September 1 (Various) — Kress Foundation Conservation Grant Program
- **September 13** — Renaissance Society of America Fellowships
- **September 15** — College Art Association Wyeth Foundation for American Art Publication Grant
- **September 15** — College Art Association Millard Meiss Publication Fund
- **September 21** — National Gallery of Art Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts Visiting Senior Fellowship
- **October 6** — Paul Mellon Centre Publication Grants
- **October 15** — Institute for Advanced Study School of Historical Studies Membership
- **October 15** — National Gallery of Art Senior Fellowships

---

*Return to table of contents*
Deadline Reminders

**Creative Arts**

Rolling deadline (6-8 weeks before performance) – Foundation for Contemporary Arts Emergency Grants

June 3 – Headlands Center for the Arts Artists in Residence

June 23 – Artist Trust Grants for Artist Projects

July 15 – Ucross Foundation Residency Program

July 15 – Vermont Studio Center Fellowships

July 18 – Santa Fe Writers Project 2040 Books James Alan McPherson Award

August 4 – National Endowment for the Arts Our Town

August 31 – American Musicological Society Subventions for Publications

Rolling deadline – Pollock-Krasner Foundation Grant Program

Various – Artist Trust Grants

**Gender Studies**

June 30 – New York Public Library Martin Duberman Visiting Fellowship

October 1 – CLAGS Center for LGBTQ Studies Scholar-in-Residence Fellowship

Rolling – Reed Foundation Ruth Landes Memorial Research Fund

**History**

May 15 – Gilder Lehrman Fellowships

May 15 – American Historical Society Joan Kelly Memorial Prize

May 15 – American Historical Society William and Edwyna Gilbert Award

August 31 – Society of Architectural Historians H. Allen Brooks Travelling Fellowship

Rolling deadline – University of Florida Samuel Proctor Oral History Program Julian Pleasants Travel Award

Rolling deadline – The Huntington Dibner Program in the History of Science

March 6 – Mary Baker Eddy Library Fellowship Program

March 24 – The Society for the Study of French History Visiting Scholars

April 1 – American Historical Association Fellowship in Aerospace History

April 1 – Thomas Jefferson Foundation Short Term Fellowships

**Fellowships**

April 15 – The American Congregational Association Boston Athenæum Fellowship

April 22 – University of London, School of Advanced Study Institute of Historical Research Fellowships

May 15 – Gilder Lehrman Fellowships

May 15 – American Historical Society Joan Kelly Memorial Prize

May 15 – American Historical Society William and Edwyna Gilbert Award

June 17 – The Culinary Historians of New York Scholar’s Grant

**Religion**

August 3 – American Academy of Religion Individual and Collaborative Grants

**Education**

July 6 – William T. Grant Foundation William T. Grant Scholars Program

July 19 – National Science Foundation Improving Undergraduate STEM Education: Education and Human Resources

August 1 – Brady Education Foundation Grants

August 2 – Spencer Foundation Conference Grant

August 2 – National Science Foundation Science of Learning and Augmented Intelligence

August 11 – National Science Foundation Innovative Technology Experiences for Students and Teachers (ITEST)

Rolling deadline – Cornell Douglas Foundation Grants

Various – Institute of Education Science Research Grants

**Social Sciences**

General Interest and Cross Disciplinary

Spring (anticipated) – Ploughshares Foundation Projects that Promote a Nuclear-Free World

June 15 – National Science Foundation Perception, Action & Cognition

June 15 – Smith Richardson Foundation Strategy

Return to table of contents
Deadline Reminders

**Anthropology and Archeology**

May 1—Wenner Gren Foundation Fejos Postdoctoral Fellowship

May 1—Wenner Gren Foundation Hunt Postdoctoral Fellowship

May 1—Wenner Gren Foundation Post-Ph.D. Research Grants

June 1—Wenner Gren Foundation Conference and Workshop Grants

July 15—The Leakey Foundation Research Grants

August 1—American Foundation for Suicide Prevention

August 2—National Science Foundation Science of Learning and Augmented Intelligence

May 1—Wenner Gren Foundation Archeology Postdoctoral Fellowship

June 1—Wenner Gren Foundation Conference and Workshop Grants

July 15—The Leakey Foundation Research Grants

August 1—American Foundation for Suicide Prevention

August 2—National Science Foundation Science of Learning and Augmented Intelligence

June 1—Wenner Gren Foundation Fejos Postdoctoral Fellowship

July 15—The Leakey Foundation Research Grants

August 1—American Foundation for Suicide Prevention

August 2—National Science Foundation Science of Learning and Augmented Intelligence

**Political Science**

Rolling deadline—Baylor Collections of Political Materials Dowdy Research Grant

Various—American Political Science Association Award

**Sociology**

July 15—National Science Foundation Social Psychology

August 15—National Science Foundation Sociology

August 16—Sociological Initiatives Foundation

Rolling—National Science Foundation Sociology

**LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDIES**

June 1—Conference on Latin American History Lydia Cabrera Awards

June 30—University of London, School of Advanced Study Institute of Commonwealth Studies Henry Charles Chapman Fellowship

July 15—The Leakey Foundation Research Grants

Rolling deadline—Chung-Hwa Institute of Buddhist Studies Grant for Book-length Monographs in Chinese Buddhism

Rolling deadline—Columbia University European Institute Faculty Research Grants

Rolling deadline—Columbia University Institute of Latin American Studies FT Faculty Research Grants

Rolling deadline—Japan Foundation Grant for Japanese Studies

Rolling deadline—Japan Foundation Grant for Art and Culture

Rolling—Baylor University Libraries Texas Collection Wardlaw Fellowship

Various—Harriman Center at Columbia University Faculty Research Support

**Rolling deadline—National Science Foundation High-Risk Research in Biological Anthropology and Archaeology (among others related to Archaeology and Acheaeometry)**
Deadline Reminders

STEM

General Interest and Cross Disciplinary
June 25—National Institutes of Health Academic Research Enhancement Award (AREA) R15 Grants
June 30—AAAS Early Career Award for Public Engagement with Science
July 1—Research Corporation for Science advancement Cottrell Scholars Award
July 26—Google Explore CSR
July 26—National Science Foundation Early CAREER Awards
August 31—Engineering Information Foundation Women in Engineering Grant Program
Rolling—National Science Foundation Opportunities for Promoting Understanding through Synthesis (OPUS)
Rolling—The Franklin Institute Benjamin Franklin Medal
Rolling—National Speleological Society Research Grants
Rolling—Columbia Center for Science and Society Course Development in Science and Society
Rolling - National Science Foundation Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace (SaTC)
Rolling—National Science Foundation Mathematical Biology

Biology and Earth Science
August 1—International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Mid-Career Research Fellowships
August 1—National Science Foundation Opportunities for Promoting Understanding through Synthesis (OPUS)
May 31, November 30—National Speleological Society Int’l Exploration Grants
Rolling—National Speleological Society Research Grants
Rolling—National Science Foundation Environmental Biology
Rolling—National Science Foundation Long Term Research in Environmental Biology

Chemistry
Active funding opportunities for Chemistry from the National Science Foundation can be found here.
June 15—American Chemical Society WCC Rising Star Award
Rolling deadline—American Chemical Society Community Recognition Grants
Rolling deadline—Chemical Heritage Foundation Travel Grants

Engineering
July 26—National Science Foundation Career Awards -- Engineering
August 31—Engineering Information Foundation Women in Engineering Grant Program

Health and Medicine
June 10—Vilcek Foundation Biomedical Science
August 31—Elsa U. Pardee Foundation Grants
Rolling deadline—Robert Wood Johnson Evidence for Action (E4A): Investigator-Initiated Research to Build a Culture of Health

Mathematics and Physics
June 6—National Science Foundation Research Training Groups in the Mathematical Sciences
June 6—National Science Foundation Research Training Groups in the Mathematical Sciences
Rolling deadline—National Science Foundation Conferences and Workshops in the Mathematical Sciences
Rolling deadline—Simons Foundation Targeted Grants in Mathematics and Physical Sciences
Rolling—National Science Foundation Computational and Data-Enabled Science and Engineering in Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (CDS&E-MSS)
Various—American Physics Society Fellows

Psychology and Neuroscience
June 1—American Psychological Foundation Society for General Psychology Mary Whiton Calkins Grant
June 1—American Psychological Foundation The Trust Grant in Honor of Eric A. Harris, EdD, JD
June 1—American Psychological Foundation Division 49 Group Psychology Grant
Deadline Reminders

June 12—American Psychological Foundation Wayne F. Placek Grants
July 17—National Science Foundation Social Psychology
July 31—National Science Foundation Developmental Science
August 13—National Science Foundation Cognitive Neuroscience
August 31—American Psychological Foundation Division 39 Grant

Library Science
March 17—OCLA/ALISE Library and Information Science Research Grant Program
Rolling—International Association of Sound and Audiovisual Archives Research Grants
Rolling—International Association of Sound and Audiovisual Archives Research Grants